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ABSTRACT

This paper explores the confusion that exists between general

definitions of what constitutes a GIS or CAD system. Then a

comparison and contrast is made of microcomputer versions of GIS

and CAD programs using as examples two of the most popular,

pcARC/INFO and Aut0CAD. The differences and similarities are

discussed through the hardware requirements, software functions

and capabilities, data structure, data accuracy and the

advantages/limitations of each program. The conclusion indicates a

for an intense evaluation of the

graphical and informational needs, then the design of a dynamic

system to fit those needs. What is important is the communication

of information to decision makers to allow better evaluations and

decisions to be made at all levels.



INTRODUCTION

With the recent introduction of effective, reasonably priced

microcomputer based geographic information systems and computer-

aided design systems, the decision of which system to invest in has

become highly confusing for many (Everly, 1986). Because the

software and hardware components have become more sophisticated,

powerful and less expensive, tasks which only a short time ago

required a mainframe or at least a minicomputer can now be

accomplished on microcomputers. The question becomes which

system will most effectively and efficiently serve the needs of the

user in both the short term and the long term.

Historically, hand-drawn overlays have been used to analyze

and present spatial data such as slope, soils, land-use, etc. which lie

in juxtaposition (Steinitz et al., 1976). Today, the amount of spatial

information that is available on any one location has exceeded our

ability to effectively collate, manage and analyze this information

by manual methods. Automation allows the rapid examination of

many alternatives and management options. Recall of information is

no longer solely dependent on human memory and complex analyses

can be conducted which were not possible or were extremely time

consuming using manual procedures.

This paper will first explore some of the general similarities

and differences that exist between geographic information systems

and computer-aided design products. Second, this paper will

compare and contrast the microcomputer based versions of these

types of products using as examples two of the most popular and
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widely used software packages: pcARC/INFO by ESRI and Aut0CAD by

Autodesk. "Dataquest, Inc., a subsidiary of Dun and Bradstreet

ranked ESRI as the leading geographic information system vendor

(leading market share) and with the introduction of ARC/INFO on the

microcomputer, this number is expected to jump dramatically"

(ESRI, 1987). Autodesk is also the leader in the computer-aided

design market selling its 100,000th copy of AutoCAD as of June

1987 with an average of 4,100 AutoCAD packages sold per month

(CADalyst, 1987). Approximately 20% of this market was in the area

of mapping applications (Bennett, 1987).

General Definitions

What is a GIS (Geographic Information System)?

Many definitions exist for GIS which only serve to further

muddle decisions to be made in acquiring a particular system.

Thomas Everly (no date) expresses his definition of a GIS as "a

computer based system that allows the capture, updating, output and

analysis of both geographic and tabular information." "The data

stored will be referenced to the earth and stored in such a manner

that relationships among data are maintained and can be easily

analyzed by a system user" (Everly, no date). Ed Zotti (1987) simply

suggests "a GIS is an electronic data base with map-making

capabilities." Within the introduction to Basic Readings in



Geographic In formation Systems by Duane Marble, Hugh Calkins and

Donna Peuquet (1984), the authors further add to the many

definitions. Although GIS systems differ from one another, they all

basically contain the following major components:

1. A data input subsystem which collects and/or processes
spatial data derived from existing maps, remote sensors,
etc.

2. A data storage and retrieval subsystem which organizes
the spatial data in a form which permits it to be quickly
retrieved by the user for subsequent analysis as well as
for the purpose of making updates and corrections to the
spatial data base.

3. A data manipulation and analysis subsystem which
performs a variety of tasks such as changing the form of
the data through user-defined aggregation rules or
producing estimates of parameters and constraints for
various space-time optimization models.

4. A data report subsystem which is capable of displaying
portions of the original data base as well as manipulated
data and the output from spatial models in tabular or
map form. The creation of these map displays involves
what is called digital or computer cartography. This is
an area which represents a considerable conceptual
extension of traditional cartographic approaches as well
as a substantial change in the tools utilized in creating
the cartographic displays.

In GIS vs. CAD vs. DBMS: What are the Differences?, David Cowen

(1987) argues that most definitions of a GIS are "vague and allow

the label of GIS to be applied to almost any software system that

can display a map or map-like image on a computer output device."

What makes the GIS unique is the "ability to both automatically
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synthesize existing layers of geographical data and update a

database of spatial entities." "Of all the operations that commonly

are included in GIS toolboxes, spatial search and overlay are the only

ones unique to GIS." David Cowen refines the general definition of a

GIS to a more functional one whereby it is "a decision support

system involving the integration of spatially referenced data in a

problem solving environment."

Originally designed to manage the large collections of spatial

information that was needed for natural resources, geographic

information systems have been utilized to provide information in

many other management areas such as urban and land records

applications. These systems offer many capabilities to manage,

manipulate, analyze, query, and display large collections of spatial

data that are needed in many management decisions (Dangermond,

1986). A GIS takes spatial data (that which has physical dimensions

and geographic location) and reduces that data to points, lines, and

polygons. Within this context, the user must specify three things:

"1. Where each feature is geographically, 2. What each feature is,

and, 3. What is each feature's relationship to other features on the

map" (Parker, 1987). These three questions introduce map topology

(relationships between map features) into the system. "The

treatment of topology (or the lack of it) constitutes a fundamental

difference between modern GIS and most other types of computer

graphic systems" (Parker, 1987). Using GIS, an operator can answer

extremely complex spatial questions, such as:



". . . What are all possible pipeline corridors between
Denver and Los Angeles that do not rise above 8300 ft. in
elevation; are at least 75% on public land; do not pass
within less than 1 mile of known endangered wildlife
populations; cross no streams at angles less than 80
degrees; include no grades over 7%; etc. Next computer,
order the selected routes by the amount of private land
they cross; then by the number of pumping stations
required, given line pressure requirements and flow
velocity and finally, where must these stations be
located" (Parker, 1987)?

Such questions require cartographic calculations to be performed on

single layers to produce new layers of information which are then

synthesized with other layers of data to produce a final product (see

Figure 1). Output may be in the form of a ORT (cathode ray tube)

display, digital files, or hard copies of maps and/or reports. These

types of operations serve the function of "improving a user's ability

to make decisions in research, planning and management" (Smith et

al., 1987).

Data for input into a GIS can be acquired in a variety of ways

such as: manually digitizing analog maps, automatically scanning

analog maps, digital imagery from satellite information, and

various other digital graphic and non-graphic information acquired

from other systems and sources.



B.

C.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Concept for a
Multipurpose Land Information System

Section 22, T8N, R9E, Town of Westport, Dane County, Wisconsin

Data Layers: Responsible Agency:

A. Parcels Surveyor. Dane County Land Regulation and Records Department.

B. Zoning Zoning Administrator, Dane County Land Regulation and Records Department.

C. Floodplains Zoning Administrator, Dane County Land Regulation and Records Department.

D. Wetlands Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources.

E. Land Cover Dane County Land Conservation Committee.
F. Soils United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service.

G. Reference Framework Public Land Survey System corners with geodetic coordinates.

H. Composite Overlay Layers integrated as needed, example shows parcels, soils and reference framework.

Figure 1. Synthesizing layers of information to produce a composite

layer (Niemann, et al., 1987).



What is CAD (Computer-Aided Design)?

CAD is a computer based system that allows the capture,

updating, and output of various graphics, engineering drawings, and

maps. The user has easy access to the data for manipulation

correction, and output (Everly, no date). CAD functions, as defined

by Jack Dangermond (1984), generally include:

1. Text label data These systems have multiple fonts with
various sizes, scales and a variety of capabilities
including multiple font selection sizing, slanting,
scaling, rotating and in some cases, skewing along a
curvilinear line.

2. Creation of a symbol library from a digitizer and
association of symbols to an interactive menu.

3. Storage of symbol menus for interactive recall and
display on maps and graphs. These symbols are typicafly
associated with points, but they also involve symbols
along lines and shading within polygon areas.

4. Some of the basic interactive functions are:
a. Windowing, enlarging, and graphic symbol

manipulation;
b. Editing of cartographic elements (i.e., rotation,

enlargement, transformation and deletion);
c. Graphical compositing of multiple graphic overlay

files;
d. Overlay of a graphic reference grid.

5. Entry interactively (typically from CRT or digitizer) of
points, lines, arcs, curvilinear lines, and polygons for
various forms of graphical display.
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Within a number of CAD programs, a sixth function would be

included. That function would be the ability to attach attribute tags

to objects (symbols or blocks) within the drawing. This alTows a

limited amount of information to be stored within the drawing and

permits a DBMS (data base management system) to interact with the

drawing. When referring to geographical data, CAD systems treat

the data much the same as photographic separations. "Different

types of geographical features are placed on different layers that

are then combined and printed with different colors and line styles

to generate the final product" (Cowen, 1987).

CAD technology has been utilized to organize and draft map

data with the emphasis being on the ease of the interactive graphics.

CAD has proven to be an effective tool for the generation and

maintenance of the map itself but falls somewhat short when large

amounts of attribute data are linked with the spatial data.

There are several acronyms frequently used in the CAD

environment and frequently confused. They are: CAD (computer-

aided design), CADD (computer-aided design and drafting) CAD/CAM

(computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing) and

CAD/CAM (computer-aided design/computer-aided mapping) (Carter,

1984). Whichever acronym is used, in essence, they all share

similar capabilities.



Summary of Primary Differences:

1. When a CAD system is used in map making, the primary

emphasis is on maps as graphic displays. The primary

emphasis of a GIS is in the area of map analysis.

2. In the automated mapping field, CAD systems are used

primarily by cartographers. GIS, on the other hand, is used

more by resource managers, planners or other people who have

more need of information management.

3. Within the two systems, the treatment of linear information is

quite different. CAD systems focus on lines and the graphic

portrayal of linear information. GIS systems focus on lines

and the information defined by the lines.

4. CAD systems a

and will mimic some GIS functions. They cannot, however,

synthesize information from individual drawings or layers and

produce new information as a true GIS does.

5. "With CAD systems, the emphasis is on relationships visible to

the user, resulting in implicit understandings on the part of

the user about how data interrelate. In contrast, the emphasis

of GIS systems are data and topological relationships, which

result in an explicit presentation of data" (Dangermond and

Freedman, 1987).



MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS: pcARC/INFO and AutoCAD

Minimum Hardware Requirements:

pcARC/INFO:

pcARC/INFO is a geographic information system which will run

on IBM PC-ATs (or AT-compatible computers) as a stand-alone

system or in concert with a host computer. Hardware requirements

are as follows; "DOS 3.1 or greater, 640 K or more RAM, 30

megabyte hard disk (minimum), 1 .2 megabyte floppy disk drive, math

coprocessor, serial ports (usually 2: digitizer, plotter, host

communications), parallel port: pcARC hardware key, VDI graphics

standard for screen graphics, monitors supported include: CGA or

compatible, EGA or compatible, PGA or compatible" (ESRI, 1987).

Additional peripheral hardware that is optional but needed would

include: digitizer, plotter or graphic printer, and modem.

AutoCAD:

Aut0CAD software runs on most 16-bit computers and on

several 32-bit computers. Specific minimum system requirements

are: 640K RAM, numeric co-processor (8087 or 80287), 20 megabyte

hard disk, MS/PC-DOS 2.0 or above, and graphics capabilities

(Autodesk, 1986). Additional supporting peripheral hardware would

include: mouse/command tablet, digitizer, and plotter/graphic

printer. AutoCAD versions 2.52 and 2.6 have the ability to take

advantage of up to 4 megabytes of RAM extended memory and if the



new 80386 microcomputer is used, the maximum map file size will

dramatically increase (Klein, 1987).

Special Hardware Considerations:

Advancements in microcomputer technology have allowed

micro-systems to do jobs that were restricted to larger computers

in the past. Aut0CAD and pcARC/INFO will run on the specified

minimum PC-AT (80286/80287 based) hardware with graphics

capabilities. However, there are a number of upgrades that can make

the programs run faster and more efficiently. Both programs are

memory (RAM) intensive and require large file storage capabilities.

A larger hard disk (40 megabyte or more) would facilitate storage of

drawings and an expanded RAM (1-4 megabyte) would allow more

work space increasing the efficiency of the program and user's time.

In order to take advantage of an expanded RAM, computers require a

suitable version of DOS. The new 32-bit microcomputers

(80386/80387 based) offer faster processing of large drawing files

than the minimum architecture but not all software is capable of

taking advantage of this faster speed. The faster speed is a boon in

the area of graphics as a large portion of a user's time can be spent

in waiting for regeneration and the intensive calculations required

in graphics. A optional piece of software that facilitates the

production of output is a spooling program. The spooling program is

third party software that takes care of feeding a drawing file to the

plotter (most plotters cannot accept large drawing files in one
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piece), thereby releasing the terminal to work on another project.

Regular backups of disks and drawings are a necessity. Therefore,

systematic procedures and supporting software/hardware are also

important design considerations.

pcARC/INFO:

The software system consists of a series of modules that can

be added as needed. These, as stated in the pcARC/INFO manual

include:

*PCARC/INFO Starter Kit - Host communications,
digitizing and map creation, attribute table creation and
plot system.

*pcOverlay Polygon overlay, line and point-in-polygon
overlay and buffer generation.

*pcGridConversion Transfer between map coverages
and grid cell formats.

*pcARCPlot Interactive map creation and display,
graphic query, and generation of hardcopy maps.

*pcARCEDIT Interactive, sophisticated graphics editing
for coverage creation and update, and for final
cartographic production.

pcNetwork Optimal routing, allocation, districting, and
address matching/geocoding.
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The pcARC/INFO manual (1987) describes the following

functions and capabilities available with pcARC/INFO. pcARC/INFO

commands can either be initiated from the keyboard or from the

menu selection on the CRT screen. Data input may be acquired two

different ways. The first is by data transfer from ARC/INFO on a

host computer. "The commands SEND and RECEIVE allow a full

transfer from the host: ARC/INFO coverages, individual INFO data

files, any ASCII file or any combination of these." New map

coverages can be created and edited within the ADS module

(pcARC/INFO digitizing system) using any standard digitizer or by

cursor entry. Basic drawing elements are the arc, node, and label

point which can be used to represent points, lines and/or polygons.

Correct topology is then created using the CLEAN and BUILD

commands. These commands create the INFO data files which store

relational data about coverage features. Further descriptive data

can be associated with features using the DBMS portion of

pcARC/INFO to create attribute tables. Coverages may then be

called and manipulated by the other modules such as pcOverlay or

pcNetwork to spatially model different management questions

and/or problems. Manipulations and analyses could include nearness

analysis, diffusion, network analysis, cartographic measurement,

attribute analysis, map overlay/intersect, map merge, etc..

pcARC/INFO has its own programming language, SML (simple

macro language). SML is used to customize the pcARC/INFO user

interface for user specific applications, expression evaluation,

handling of input and output, directing program flow-of control and

to organize repetitive operations into macros.
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Aut0CAD:

Aut0CAD drawings are created and edited using a digitizer or

mouse to point to screen or tablet menu commands and to move the

drawing cursor around the screen. Basic Aut0CAD drawing elements

consist of lines, arcs, circles, filled polygons, text, and insertions

of blocks or other drawings. Commands are structured in a logical,

English type manner. Commands may be entered by the keyboard, by

a screen menu or by easily identified icons located on the digitizer

command tablet. Furthermore, anything you do in Aut0CAD can be

undone. The undo command can backup in incremental command

steps to the beginning of an editing session if necessary. Basic

editing operations include: deleting, extending, trimming, moving,

copying, repeating, and mirroring selected image sections. When

creating a map/drawing with AutoCAD, the drawing is scaled in

actual lengths and dimensions. This feature allows the drawing to

be output at whatever scale may be needed for a particular project.

A cartesian coordinate system is used to locate points in the

drawing and the interactive cursor helps the user keep track of

where they are within the drawing. Aut0CAD supports layering of

information. Layers are created separately in different colors

allowing the user to select the particular information to be sent to

output. This concept is similar to the use of transparent overlays

that allow the user to view and plot related aspects of a drawing

separately or in any combination.

AutoCAD has rudimentary concepts about spatial relationships.

The program can describe how one graphic element physically
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relates to another. These tools fall under the dimensioning and

inquiry commands. The dimension commands can measure and

annotate distances between elements or measure angles

encompassed by an arc, circle or two adjoining lines. The inquiry

commands allow the user to ask information about the Aut0CAD

drawing file. The commands consist of: area calculates the area

surrounded by a straight sided polygon, dblist gives a complete

data listing on every entity in the drawing file, dist gives the

distance between two points, id returns the x,y,z location of a

selected point, list gives a complete listing of all selected

elements.

AutoCAD has the ability to tag drawing file elements with

attributes. This ability allows lists of data to be extracted from

the drawing file in tabular as well as graphic form.

Aut0CAD has its own programming language, AutoLISP.

Aut0LISP is a combination of Aut0CAD commands and LISP

programming language that allows users to customize their

programs (macros) to do special or repeated functions more

efficiently within the operating environment.

Aut0CAD drawings can be exchanged with other software,

databases and mainframe CAD systems through three different file

formats. These formats are: 1. DXF ASCII, drawing interchange

file, 2. DXB binary drawing interchange file, 3. IGES ASCII,

initial graphics exchange standard file. These drawing interchange

formats are used for drawing file exchange between Aut0CAD and

other software and larger system CAD programs.
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Given the attribute tagging ability, AutoLISP programming

language, and file exchange formats, Aut0CAD becomes much more

versatile and defies being labeled just a drawing tool. Using these

tools, AutoCAD can be linked with a DBMS and perform limited GIS

functions.

Data Structure:

Data structure refers to the way data are organized and stored

within a computer. The structure will define the way data are

collected, resolution and validity, data volume, the types of

analyses, and the types of products that can be produced. Geographic

data at their most basic level may be broken down geometrically

into points, lines and areas/polygons (Honeycutt, Brooks, Kimerling,

1980).

pcARC/INFO:

pcARC/INFO uses the principles of graph theory and topology to

store explicit spatial relationships among features. These features

are represented by sets of label points, lines (arcs) and as the

relationships that exist between the connected lines and points

(ESRI, 1987). "Topology is stored as simple lists of internal feature

numbers used to represent: definition of areas using polygons,

contiguity of areas using left-right identifiers and connectivity of

arcs using from-node and to-node identifiers" (ESRI, 1987) (see

Figure 2). By manipulating or querying the DBMS the user is able to



Figure 2. Topological structure of ARC/INFO (ESRI, n.d.)

portray the information in graphic or report form. The ability to

maintain a large database allows the flexibility .that individual

users can extract needed graphic information from a common base

map or location definition by associating attributes specific to their

particular problem (Dangermond, 1986).
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AutoCAD:

"The CAD data base model treats spatial information as

electronic drawings (maps) which are made up of graphic features

that may be arranged in separate layers" (Dangermond, 1986). Other

than arranging the graphics in layers, the program does not introduce

further data relationships within CAD itself as does GIS with its

continuous database. Lines, points and polylines are stored as

coordinate points or as a series of coordinate points with the more

complicated data such as circles, splines, and arcs stored as

mathematical expressions (see Figure 3). The graphic features are

referenced using a mouse or by directly addressing X,Y or X,Y,Z

coordinates. This allows the user to access or draw in actual

dimensions and then appropriately scale the drawing/map for the

intended use. Non-graphical information is stored as feature

associated attributes in a separate database in tabular form. The

attribute table may be referenced and used to generate reports or

manipulate the drawing in a limited fashion (Dangermond, 1986).

Data Accuracy:

"Data accuracy can be measured in terms of validity or

resolution" (Honeycutt, et al, 1980). Validity is the correctness or

accuracy of the data and is dependent on the quality of the data

collection. A land registration system which contains data for legal

and tax purposes must possess a greater degree of validity than a

regional land use planning inventory containing aggregated land use

ii;



typedef struct

float x, y;
) wwcoord;

typedef struct

wcoord origin;
float xscale,

yscale,
angle,
skew;

1* world coordinate point

/5 origin, scale, angleref wcoord system

/* x andy origin coordinates
1* x scaling factor
I' y scaling factor
/5 positive x-axis rotation (radians)
/5 skew factor for shear in x direction

) osa;
typedef struct IC rectangular box coordinates

float xmin , ymin, xmax ,ymax;
} rbox;

typedef struct /5 entity attribute data structure

char layer; /5 entity layer index
char pen; /5 entity pen type code
union

char
char
char
char
char

type;
entity_ads;

typedef struct

entity_ads
wcoord
wcoord

line_entity;

typedef struct

entity_ads
osa

} ptmark_enttty;

typedef struct

entity_ads
wcoord
float
float
float

arc_entity;

typedef struct

entity_ads
osa
mt
char

note_entity;

typedef struct

Figure 3 Continued.

mark_type; 1* entity type code
line_type; /5 entity type code
font_type; /5 entity type code
poly_type; /5 entity type code
obj_type; /* entity type code

1* line entity data

attrlb;
start; /5 startpoint coordinate
end; /5 endpoint coordinate

/5 ptmark entity data

attrib;
rcs; /5 marker positioning

/* arc and circle entity data

attrib;
center; / center coordinate
radius; /5 radius of arc or circle
alpha; /5 start angle of arc
delta; /* incremental angle to end

/* note entity data

attrlb;
ros; /5 note placement data
length; /5 note string length
*text; /5 address of text string

/' poly entity data

19



Continued.

entity_ads attrib;
ptmark_entity *marker; /* Vertex marker type
unsigned fill:l; I' Is it filled In?
unsigned closed:l; I' Is polyopen or closed?
unsigned spline:l; I' Ispolysplinesmoothed?
unsigned spline_type:4; /5 Spline function type code
mt n; I' Vertex count
wcoord *pts; /5 array of vertex coords

)
poly_entity;

typedef struct /5 object data

entity_ads
osa
struct _entity_node
char

) obj_entity;

typedef struct _symb_entity

attrib;
ref; /1 object placement
'entities; /5 pointer to symb header
'name; I' address of label string

/' symbol entity data

mt Id; /5 symbol index
tnt ref_cnt; /' symbol reference count
rbox extent; /5 symbol extent (local)
struct _entity_node 'entities; /*symbolentitylist
char 'name; /5 address of symbol label

) symb_entity;

typedef struct _entity_node /' entity node data struc

struct _entity...node 'forward; I' next entity node pointer
struct _entity_node 'backward; /'previousentitynodeptr
tnt entity_type; /5 entity type & vis flags
union

ptmark_dat
line_dat
arc_dat
note_dat
poly_dat
obj_dat
symb_dat

) ptype;
entity_node;

typedef struct_dbh

struct_dbh
entity_node
entity_node
entity_node
entity_node
char
char

} drawing_dbh;

'point_ptr; /1 pointer to point data
*line_ptr; I' pointer to line data
'arc_ptr; /5 pointer to arc data
*note_ptr; /5 pointer to note data
'poly_ptr; I' pointer to poly data
*obj_ptr; /5 pointer to obj data
*symb_ptr; /5 pointer to syisb data

I' Main drawing database header

'next; 1* pointer to next database
'via; I' list of visible drawing entities
'masked; I' list of blanked drawing entities
'group; /' list of workset drawing entities
asymbols; /5 list of symbol header entities
'name; /5 drawing database name
status; /5 active - inactive status flag

Figure 3. The data structure definitions for the graphics primitives

typical in a standard CAD program (Pfortmiller, 1987).



classes. "Resolution refers to the smallest data unit which can be

identified and relates primarily to the scale of the data entered into

the system. The accuracy requirements of the data is dependent on

the user's need. When trying to satisfy the data needs of a variety of

interested parties, the spatial information should be gathered at as

large of a scale as is appropriate, Information can be aggregated

together and portray the information correctly but cannot go from

generalized spatial data to the specific without a significant loss of

accuracy" (Honeycutt, et al., 1980).

AutoCAD is purported to be more accurate (14 decimal place

accuracy) in terms of coordinate precision than ARC Version 3 or 4

but precision can often be a false issue as a typical map from which

data is often acquired has much lower precision than ARC (Bennett,

1987).

Advpntaçies/Li mitations:

pcARC/INFO:

As a stand-alone system, pcARC/INFO can bring GIS

capabilities to remote sites, allows interaction with other

compatible PC software and will enable users to perform smaller

GIS projects and analyses that are not limited by a PC's disk space.

When used in conjunction with a host computer (through a modem or

floppy disk), it allows one's PC to act as a remote workstation and

have access to large libraries of geographic databases that

otherwise would not be available in the limited disk space of a
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personal microcomputer (ESRI, 1987). Since pcARC/INFO is a

modular system, users have the option of buying only the components

needed or that can be afforded by the budget. Microcomputer GIS is

finding a place in smaller agencies that do not have the funds for

large systems and in coordinating agencies that must deal with

remotes offices. They find that many of their needed functions can

be done with the PC version either by downloading information from

larger systems to the remote station or having the capabilities on

hand to create the needed database. These capabilities increase

efficiency and allow better management decisions.

The limitations of pcARC/INFO according to the pcARC/INFO

Manual (1987) are as follows:

*Number of arcs per coverage (Limit 32,000
applies only to ADS, DIGITIZE, and EDIT)

*Number of points per arc 500

*Number of arcs per polygon 5,000

Scratch space required by BUILD/CLEAN can be from 4 to
13 times the coverage size. Scratch space is empty disk
space which is temporarily filled with scratch files
during BUILD or CLEAN execution. The scratch files are
deleted when the commands finish executing. A general
rule-of-thumb to follow is: the greater the number of
coordinates per arc and the greater the number of
intersections present, then expect that more scratch
space will be needed.

Since pcARC/INFO has only recently been put on the market,

limitations of the working program are still being tested. During

the winter term 1988, the GGS 569 (Geographic Information
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Systems) class at Oregon State University used pcARC/INFO as a

laboratory exercise. At the end of the term, the students offered

feedback on pcARC/INFO. The two most often expressed concerns

were that the program was not "user friendly" and that the manual

was not presented in a clear and organized manner. The term "user

friendly" tends to mean that the program is easy to understand and

easily interacted with. Explanations in the training manual were

unclear as to, for example, which parameters needed to be defined or

which command within the program defined that parameter. In

general, the people who would benefit from a package like

pcARC/INFO do not always have an in-depth background in computers.

Therefore, a need was expressed for more examples and graphic

representations. In addition, a graphic/flowchart of the hierarchy of

components and commands associated within those components

would be of great assistance. It was not readily apparent to the

novice how components and commands are interrelated. Because the

program is broken down into individual components, some students

felt that this led to a redundancy of steps and time wasted. Often

when proceeding with a file from one component to another, the tic

marks had to be repeatedly reentered. A menu driven system that

would automatically call the individual components as needed could

be of assistance with this particular problem. Another obvious

problem is that there is no concurrent display of the cursor between

the digitizer and the screen, making editing difficult.

Since the program has not been on the market long, obviously

not all of the problems have been worked out. The longer the

program is on the market and the more it is applied, user feed back
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should help ESRI to refine this product. ESRI has shown a

commitment to be responsive to its users' needs. Even with the

problems perceived with pcARC/INFO, a microcomputer GIS is a step

in the right direction in getting information to the decision makers.

AutoCAD:

The advantages of a system like AutoCAD are:

1. The price of the software and hardware is in the range of

most limited budgets.

2. The program is easy to learn.

3. The program is "user friendly"

4. The program quickly produces results justifying the cost

of the system.

5. The program can produce highly accurate cartographic

products.

Disadvantages include:

1. Aut0CAD is RAM intensive and will not allow the user to

open files if they are too large even though they were

previously created in the same hardware configuration.

2. If the file is large, regeneration time can be extensive

when changing views.

3. AutoCAD is not a GIS. It cannot synthesize and produce

new information.

4. IGES format is not perfect and editing of the drawing is

often needed (Daniel Raker and Harbert Rice, 1987).

Experience with Aut0CAD was gained by the author while

completing a six-month internship with the City of Corvallis in the
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Graphics Services Department. The department utilized AutoCAD on

a microcomputer to do various graphics and engineering drawings

needed by the city. The program was found to be extremely "user

friendly". Both the training manual and command manual were clear

and well written. The use of the basic drawing tools were

understood quickly and enabled graphics to be produced for the city

within the first week. More sophisticated commands and tools

within the program were learned from helpful tips from co-workers

and as experience with various projects demonstrated the need. The

command manual and the command language are in logical, straight-

forward English. If one can logically formulate what steps need to

be taken to complete a particular drawing, the appropriate

commands to accomplish that task are not difficult to find. For my

internship project, I was assigned to edit a translated version of a

digital city map of Corvallis. The translation was accomplished

through an independent company using third-party software to

translate between the ODOT (Oregon Department of Transportation)

Intergraph system and AutoCAD. The end results were not up to

standards for use by the city. Many circles and arcs were lost

through the translation. The translation had also expanded the file

size to a point that it could not be easily handled by Aut0CAD on the

city's particular microcomputer system. The file would often take a

tong time to generate on the screen. Many times it was kicked out of

the system due to insufficient memory before completely being

loaded into the system. Since the translated version of the digital

city map was such a problem, an attempt was made to use the IGES

interface format for a more direct translation of the digital data.
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This attempt did not meet with success. Many more attempts were

made before it was realized the two systems had different dated

releases of software which produced incompatible IGES files.

Alan Levy, et al (1987) discusses a Florida example, whereby

the local planning department lacking the money, time and expertise

for a GIS, cooperated with the South Florida Water Management

District (SFWMD) and five Regional Planning Councils (RPC's) to

bring about a low cost start to a much needed GIS. AT-class

workstations were used in conjunction with AutoCAD software to do

initial data capturing and editing. Aut0CAD was chosen because it

was easy to learn and capable of the functions needed to do the job.

Third party software was used to link the PCs with the larger

computer system (Computervision) maintained by the SFWMD. This

link allowed more efficient communication between the data

collecting agencies and the regional offices that needed the acquired

land use data. Previous communications had been accomplished

using paper plots of the data.

Dennis Klein (1987) describes a limited GIS designed for the

small incorporated city of Mill Valley, California (population

13,000). The system uses AutoCAD software with user-interface

MACROS that interact with non-graphic data base management

systems. The DBMS allows the graphics to communicate information

but do not do geographic analysis. Still the system functions well

for the needs of a small municipality.
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CONCLUSION

The valid measure of the utility of a system is providing the

right data to the decision maker in the proper manner at the proper

time, not the simplicity or the complexity of a system (Calkins et

al., 1977). The problem is to define what functions and future

functions are needed to be performed by the system and the agency.

Even with the differences that exist between the two technologies

(GIS and CAD), CAD systems or a CAD/DBMS can be the right choice

for some agencies.

In some instances, a CAD/DBMS combination can perform the

needed functions more economically than investing in an expensive

GIS system. CAD systems are much easier to learn and quickly

provide needed output for a small agency. This is often of a critical

nature for small agencies who must justify their expenditures of

limited budgets. If the agency already owns a CAD system and wants

to expand to a GIS, there are ways to make the CAD system serve

both short term and long term graphical needs. The CAD system can

serve as a general graphics terminal and as either an input/editor

component and/or an editor/output component for some geographic

information systems.

The time and cost it takes to acquire the data base needed in

spatial analysis is often overlooked in the decision of whether or

not to acquire a GIS. "Data base cost estimates are usually

presented as three to five times the system costs (hardware and

software)" (Sety, 1987). An effective database can take years to

acquire and needs to be well planned. When a local government looks
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to acquire a GIS, the system must fulfill a multipurpose niche.

Rarely does one department have the funds to invest in a complete

GIS. Therefore, the GIS must serve both planners who require a

great deal of flexibility of system access and use (but not a great

deal of precision in graphic representation) and facilities engineers

who require a much higher degree of precision and standardized

procedures. The various applications within a small local

government (who would be most interested in a microcomputer

system) "have different needs in terms of data required, format of

the data, locational precision and resolution of the data, and the

degree of the data access and use" (Somers, 1987). For a GIS to be

cost effective and efficient, it must be well planned and

implemented. Many are often used as stand alone systems

implemented to a application small number of

highly related applications (Somers, 1987). Data gathered for such

projects are frequently discarded to make room for the next project,

losing valuable information that often has to be reacquired at a later
date if not by the primary user then by some other agency (Cowen,

1987). A long term perspective must be taken when considering the

acquisition of a GIS.

The key to deciding between a GIS or CAD system or a

combination of the two, is an intense evaluation of the user's

current and long term graphical and informational needs,then the

design of a dynamic system to fit those evaluated needs.

Consideration should also be given to the availability of previously

captured data and the ability of the chosen system to make use of

these data. Microcomputer systems will continue to increase in



computing power and to decrease in price. This prospect will

greatly facilitate the communication of information which, in turn,

will allow decision makers to make better decisions at all levels.
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